
wertung sowie über die bereits vorliegen
den Bearbeitungen und Ergebnisse sehr um
fangreich ist, sei hier nur auf einige Ver
öffentlichungen mit ausgedehntem Literatur
verzeichnis verwiesen.
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Preliminary Report on Drainage Systems of Antarctica*)
By Mario B, Giovinetto, Madison 5 Wisconsin ,:.,:.)

Introduction:
Many studies have been made on the mass
budget of Antarctica (Aver'yanov, 1960;
Buinitsky, 1960; Lister, 1959; Loewe, 1959;
Mellor, 1959; Rubin, 1962; Do1gushin and
others, 1962), In general, the ratio between
two particu1ar estimates of the net mass
budget is smaller than the ratio between the
figures for a specific accumu1ation 01' abla
tion terrn used in the same two estimates
(e. g. Wex1er, 1961). Unfortunate1y, the
physiographie complexity and the 1arge
area of Antarctica make it difficu1t to dis
cuss in detail the merits of an assumption
app1ied to the who1e continent by a parti
cu1ar investigator and to eva1uate the error
in some of the accumulation and ablation
terms he estimates. It is evident that it will
take severa1 decades of continuous field in
vestigations before an adequate amount of
data is availab1e to assert the mass difference
between accumu1ation und ablation, In the
meantime, there is need to study the mass
budget for Antarctica following methods
that will foster accuracy in thc computa
tion of accumulation and ablation terms,

and yet require 1ess time to accumu1ate evi
dence to assert a positive 01' negative mass
budget.

It wou1d be possib1e to determine the net
mass budget for particu1ar drainage systems
with relatively good accuracy and in rela
tively short time if international effort is
directed to this end. Studies of the mass
budget for particu1ar drainage systems are
of interest because -i) the net mass budget
of a given system is not necessari1y propor
tional to the area nor to the ice mass of the
given system, and -ii) the net mass budget
for a particu1ar system and the net budget
for Antarctica may have opposite signs.
Therefore, a division of Antarctica into
drainage systems is recommendab1e, and
eventually a division of these into drainage
basins.

This report presents a division of Antarc
tica into drainage systems, together with
an estimation of the error in the computa
tion of some of the accumu1ation terms con
sidered in studies of the mass budget. The
determination of the area of each system

") Geophysical and Polar Research Center Contribution no. 121. The present work is as summary
of a more detailied research paper to be submitted for publication under the same title arid
contribution number. In this work, prepared for oral presentation at the Karlsruhe meeting
of the German Society for Polar Research (October 1963), full references will not be given.

"") Mario B. Glovinetto, Madison 5, Wisconsin, 6021 South Highland Road, Geophysical and Polar
Research Center.
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and the error in that determination are pre
senred in Part 1. The estimation of the rate
of net accumulation at the surface for each
system and the error in the estimation are
presented in Part 2. The variation, in area
and in time, of the rate of net accumulation
at the surface is presented in Part 3. Corn
ments on the estimatcd rate of mass input
and the error in the estimation are presen
ted in Part 4, regether with a comparison
of present results and results from other
studies, Abrief discusion on the magnitude
of mass flux at the periphery of the groun
ded ice sheet is included at the end of
Part 4. Ablation terms and the mass bud
get for selected drainage systems will be
discussed in future repors which are now in
preparation.

Part 1. The area 0/ the drainage Systems

Drainage divides are drawn on achart of
ice surface topography considering that ice
flows in the direction of the surface slope.
The drawing of drainage divides was star
ted at the points of interseetion betwcen
the coastline of the grounded ice sheet and
the east and west ends of the Amery, Ross
and Filchner ice shelves (Points B, C, E, F,
J and K; Figure 1). Other divides have
been starred at less defined coastal points
such as the cape north of the Mühlig-Hof
mann Mountains (A; at 4 OE), the broad
ridge extending SSW from Adelie Co ast
(D; at 138 0 E), Cape Herlacher (G; ar
114 °W), and rhe Dustin Island- jenes
Mountains complex (H; at 94 °W) .. The

o'

Fig. 1. Tee surf'ace chart (elevation in m. a. s. 1.)
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divides is estimated, aftcr evaluation of the
amount and quality of altimetry data
(Bentley, 1962). Table 1 shows the resulting

Table 1: Area of drainage systems

x 106km' km km x106km2 0/0

AB 1.29 3000 + 13ö + 0.41 32
BC 1.63 44ÖO +110 '+ 0.49 30
CD 1.89 2950 +120 +0.35 19
DE 1.12 2150 +100 +0.22 ~O

EF 2.96 6575
-

65 +0.43 15T

FG 0.28 1400 ± so +0.07 2ö
GH 0.52 2175 + 50 +0.11 21
HI 0.1ö 1125 + 25 -;0.03 20
JK 3.00 617ö 1+ 90 +0.56 19
KA 0.78 217ö _+130 ±0.28 36---

13.62
North of IJ 0.39

Antarctica 14.01

region of the Antarctica Peninsula, north
of line I],' is not considered in this report.
However, it is evident that at least one
divide could be drawn along the peninsula,
defining two systems; the first extending
From point H to I' and the second exten
ding from point I' to J. Therefore, point I
is arbitrary,

The divides have been drawn with diffe
rent accuracy. The mean error in the pla
cement of a divide is estimated in km of
misplacement normal to the divide. The
error of placement for particular segments
of the divides is relatively small in West
Antarctica (between ± 25 km and ± 50
km), and is large in East Antarctica (bet
ween ± 50 km and ± 300 km). The error
in placernent of particular segments of the

System IArea
1

__D_iV,i_d_e__JError in area
Length] Error
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Fig. 2. Chart of net accumulation at the surface (g cm-' yr-')



area for eacn drainage systern, and indica
tes the possible error in the determination
of area due to the mean error in the place
ment of the divide (between ± 25 km and
± 135 km). Errors of approximately 30 %
of the area 01' more correspond to systems
AB, BC, and KA, which include large re
gions where the topography inland is not
lmown. These systems extend considerably
into the unexplored inland sector between
15 0 W castward to 55 0 W.
The area north of line I] is 0.39 X 10° km";
since this region is not considered, the area
of Antarctica discussed in the following
sections is 13.62 X 10° km".

Part 2. Accumulation and ablation at
the surface.

Net accumulation at the surface is the dif
ference between accumulation and ablation
in a given unit of area. Hence mass inpur
is defined as the summation of net accumu
lation at the surface and other relatively
minor terms of accumulation such as [ree
zing of sea water to the bottom of icc
shelves and glacier tongues. Mass output
is defined as the summation oi oceanic mel
ting, calving, and ice spreading beyond an
assumed constant boundary of the ice sheet.
The net mass budget is therefore the diffe
rence between mass input and mass output.
Figure 2 ist a chart of the net accumulation
at the surface based on data for 336 Ioca
tions (after Giovinetto, 1963; modified af-

tel' Shimizu, personal communication; and
Budd, 1963). There are numerous reports
indicating a large range of net accumula
tion and net ablation from section to sec
tion in the coastal zone of the ice sheet in
East Antarctica (Cameron and others, 1959;
Dolgushin, 1961). In particular sections, the
rate of accumulation can be augmented, and
in other seetions rates of net ablation can
be indicated, However, few regions have
been described in such detail, and even in
those cases it would be impossible to show
the variation of accumulation from section
to section in charts such as Figure 2, where
the scale is large. Hence, the rates of accu
mulation indicated for the coastal zone are
only general. In Table 2 are listed the pro
visional estimates of the total accumulation
corresponding to particular drainage sy
stems; some related corrections are discus
sed below.

First Cerreetion. In the coastal zone of the
grounded ice sheet lying below an elevation
of 1000 m, a. s. 1. with surface slope >
1 % the rate of accumulation indicated in
Figure 2 should be reduced by at least one
half, due to the amount of snow deflation
reaching the sea (Hollin, 1959; Mellor,
1958; Dolgushin, 1958; Loewe, 1956). The
reduction introduced by the first correction
ranges from 1 % to 8 % of the total net
accumulation estimated provisionally for six
of the ten drainage systems.

Table 2: Net accumulation at the surface

<: First correction Net accumulation:3 -
Cl! <: <:
S 0 0

S S
:;;

<: 'tj+1 Composite.s 0 .:: " <:3 " " :;; o ~ Cd . Cl! error >

'" " S C) C) H

'"C) +'?> '" w 0 S Sin -< Cl! " H ifl C)

'" o H
H C) 0-< -< U

x10 15g.y-' km 2 g.cm-'y-' x10 15g.y-' x10ISg.y-' xl0 ISg.y-' gern 2y , g.cm '.y ,
0/0

AB 183.21 112,500 25.0 -1406 - 6.60 162Ji5 12.6 ± 3.3 26
BC 130.97 130.97 8.0 + 2.1 26
CD 43962 136,500 35.0 - 23.89 -6.00 409.73 21.7 ± 4.7 22
DE 170.32 96,500 30.0 -14.47 15585 13.9 -+ 31 22
EF 315.22 31522 10.6 +- 22 21

108.3,( 39.7
-

9.8 25FG 109.46 4,500 500 -1.12 ~-

GH 210.05 21005 40.4 + 8.9 22
HI 85.16 22,000 65.0 -7.15 78.01 52.0 :t 11 3 22
JK 339.40

~:~::~ .

11.3 -+ 2.5 22
-

KA 166.35 9,500 35.0 -1.66 21.1 + 4.4 21
~._--

Antarctica 2149.76 62.35 I 74.95 2074.81 15.2 ± 3.0 20
--~

• From Table 4, column 13
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Fig. 3: Accumulation (GMlCM2 YR)

tion of mean aeeumulation in locations
where the data cover more than 15 years.
In Figure 3 it is shown that the relative
total annual variability (line "a") deereases
from approximately 36 °10 at locations
where the mean accumulation is 30 g. cm".
y-.' to 26 °10 at locations where the mean
accumulation is 30 g. em- 2.y-l.

The loeal areal variability has been estima
ted at 3 g. em-2.y-' for the majority of the
stations for whieh there are data. Assuming
that total variability is non-existent at a
Iocarion where there is no accurnulation,
and assuming that the total variability ean
be redueed at point xy (Figure 3) by the
amount of the temporal variability, the
loeal temporal variability is esrimated at
25 % (line "b", Figure 3).

Part 4. Error in tbe estimatlon of
mass input

The rate of mass input is dependent on the
rate of total net accumulation at the sur
face. The error in the estimation of mass
input is the summation of the error in the
deterrnination of area and in the estimation
of mean net accumulation at the surfaee.
In T able 3, the summation of the two er
rors (percent) is given for each systern. This
error varies from 36 °10 in system EF to
58 °10 in system AB. The error for Ant
aretica is only 20 °10 beeause there is no
systematie error in the deterrnination of
area.

Part 3. Temporal and areal variability of
accumulation.

The summation of loeal temporal and areal
variabilities is shown in Figure 3 as a func-

Second Correetion. In regions of net abla
tion at the surfaee, the rate of accumulation
indieated in Figure 2 has already been re
dueed by 50 °10 when the first eorreetion is
applied. Therefore the seeond correction
should be a reduction of at least 50 °10 in
the rate of aeeumulation indicated in Fi
gure 2, times the area of the regions of net
ablation. The area has been estimatcd after
studying reports by Mellor (1959), Hollin
(1962), Dolgushin (1961), Kotliakov
(1961), Takahasi (1960), Yoshikawa and
Toya 1957), and Lorius (1962). The second
eorreetion is applied only to systems AB
and CD as shown in Table 2. The summa
tion of the first and seeond corrections is
75 X 1015g.y-'. Thus, the total net accumu
lation at the surfaee is estimated at 2075 X

1015g.y-" or a mean net aecumulation of
15 g. crrr". y-l. The rate of mean net accu
mulation for parricular systerns ranges from
8 to 52 g. em- 2.y -1.

Error in tbe estimation of net accumulation
at tbe surface. The error in the estimate
of mean net aeeumulation ar the surface of
Antarctica (± 3 g. em- 2

• y-') is a composite
error including term I: the error in the de
terrnination of the rate of aceumulation at
single locations (± 0,5 g. cm-2.y-l), terrn
II: the error in the assessment of data in
aceumulation profiles and accumulation
charts (± 2 g. cm-2.y-'), and term III: the
error in cornputation of data whieh are not
simultaneous in all locations (± 2g. cm- 2

•

y-l).

Term I was eomputed using the law of pro
pagation of error. The aecumulation data,
eollected at 62 stakes networks and in 274
stratigraphic sections, are distributed in the
corresponding fifty one regions of accumu
lation into whieh Antarctica is divided (Fi
gure 2). The rate of accumulation, the error
in its determination (20 % to 50 %), and
the area for whieh rhe rate is considered
representative are assumed to be constant
for purposes of cornputation.

Term II was computed by three different
merhods using estimates of mean net accu
mulation at the surfaee.

Term III was computed after examining
the relationship between loeal temporal and
areal variabilities of accumulation.
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From Table 1, eolumn 6 and Table 2, eolumn 10

Table 3: Mean iee thlekness and rate of mass
input The role of the error in the estimation of

mass input in studies of the mass budget is
appreciated in its full significance, if the ice
mass of each system is considered, Achart
of ice thickness (Figure 4) is used to estimate
the mean ice thickness for each system
(Table 3). The rate of mass input [X1021 g
(1OOOy)_1] relative to the ice mass (X 1021g)

of each drainage system, indicates the follo
wing: to study the mass budget it wouldbe
more feasable to obtain conc1usive data for

.a short period in system HI where the rela
tive mass input is 100 % every 1000 years
± 400 years, despite an error of 40 % in the
estimation of mass input, than e.g. in system
EF, where the error is 35 % and where the

/TotalInput

Rate of mass input

I
Mean ice I I

System thlekness IMass

m x 10" g X 1021 g 0/0 error *
(1000YI-' v,

AB 1900 2.21 0.16 7 58
Be 1800 2.6! 0.13 5 56
CD 2100 3.57 0.41 11 4t
DE 1700 1.71 0.16 9 42
EF 1700 4.53 0.82 7 36
FG 900 0.23 0.11 48 50
GH 1600 0.75 021 28 43
HI 600 0.08 om 100 42
JK 1700 459 0.34 7 41
KA 1400 0.98 0.16 16 57

Antarctica 1700 2129 2.07 10 20

/

~
I

\

Fig. 4: Chart of ice
thiekness (m).
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relative mass input is 100 % every 14,000

years ± 5000 years.

The estimate of mean ice thiekness (groun

ded iee and ice shel ves) for eaeh system

results in a mean ice thiekness for Antarc

tiea of 1700 m. In other study, Bentley (in

preparation) estimated the mean iee thiek

ness at 1730 m ± 250 m. Therefore, the

estimates of mean iee thiekness shown in

Table 3 are believed adequate wirhin ± 300

m.

Comparison of results. The results of the

estimates of area and of aecumulation for

eaeh drainage system presented in the pre

eeding seetions, are eomparable in magni

tude to estimates of area and aeeumulation,

and to measurements of mass output made

by other investigators. Mellor (personal

eommunication) estirnated the ntt accumu

Iation for the drainage system eorrespon

ding to the Lambert, Fisher and Mellor

glaeiers draining the plateau SW of the Ross

aeeumulation in a sector of 58,000 km2 in

Terre Adelie; Crary and others (1962) esti
mated the net accumulation for the Ross

Ice Shelf drainage system; Swithinbank

(1963) measured surfaee flow in seven major

glaeiers draining the plateau SW of the Ross

. lee Shelf; Behrendt (1962) estimated the

area and the net aeeumulation eorrespon

ding to the mass output measured in the

eastern Filchner lee Shelf. All the estimates

made in this work compare favorably with

the estimates just mentioned i. e. any two

estimates of the sale term are within rhe

eomputed error.

Current studies. Ablation terms are being

examined in the manner used to diseussed

aeeumulation terms. Attempts are being

made to estimate errors in the deterrnina

tion of mass flux in particular drainage

systems due to the regional temporal and

areal variabilities. At present it is possible
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only to estimate the order of magnitude of

mass flux at the periphery of the grounded

iee sheet. The listener is cautioned that the

following figures are not the results of final

computations, but are included as an exer

eise.

The area of the iee shelves and attaehed is

lands is 1.62 X 106km2 (± 10 %) and the

net aeeumulation at the surfaee is 30 g
em-2y-l (± 20%) 01' 500 XI015g.y-l (±

30 %). The area of the grounded ice sheet

is 12.00 X 106km2 (± 1 %) and the net

accurnulation is 13 g em- 2y-1 (± 20 %)
01' 1600 X 1015g.y-l (± 20 %). The peri"

phery of \:he grounded iee shect from point

J castward to point I is 19,000 km ± 1000

km. Considering the error in the estimation

of mass input and the error in the measu

rement of the length of periphery, a rnini
mum estimate of mass flux would be 0.06 x

10l5g km-ly.l and a maximum esrimate

would be 0.11 X 1015g. km-l)'.l.

Assuming that the mean i~e thiekness at
the periphcry is 300 m ± 100 m, with a

mean speeifie gravity of 0.85 g crrr", the

figur es of mass flux eorrespond to rates of

mean iee movement between 100 m y_l and

500 m y-l. This estimate is comparable to

the estimate made by Hollin (1962, p. 176)

"in the order of hundreds of meters per

year."
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